Confronting the Drug War: Drug User-Oriented Harm Reduction and Drug Policy

Co-sponsored by:
UCLA Center for Social Medicine
Yale Program in Addiction Medicine
EHES (School of Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences) - Program D3S Drugs, Social Sciences, and Society
National Survivors Union (Formerly Urban Survivors Union)
Drug Policy Alliance
FORE Foundation

Upcoming roundtables:
February 2023 – Safe Supply
March 2023 – Drug User Activist Perspectives on Successes and Lessons Learned in Drug Policy

LIVE ROUNDTABLE
Hosted by: The SU x COVID Data Collaborative Policy Working Group

Topic:
Safe Consumption

Moderator: Caty Simon, Whose Corner Is It Anyway, National Survivors Union
Mimi Cove, Whose Corner Is It Anyway
Aura Roig, Metzineres
Thomas Kerr, The University of British Columbia
Marie Jauffret-Roustide, National Institute of Health and Medical Research, Paris

Date of session: January 10th, 2023
Time of session: 1pm EST, USA / 7pm CET, Europe